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REHRIG PACIFIC COMPANY

A PROVEN LEADER OF 
INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS

Rehrig Pacific is a leading authority on integrated 
sustainable solutions for both the supply chain and 
environmental waste industries. Our diverse customer list 

includes industry leaders in beverage, beer, retail, waste, 

ecommerce, bulk, dairy and bakery.

Our Mission: The Rehrig Pacific family celebrates our people 

and empowers them to create innovative solutions that 

effectively and responsibly move goods, resources and ideas.

Rehrig Pacific sits in a unique position - always leading the way with sustainable products and services which are at the 

forefront of integrated product design, technology and sustainability. We have four product offerings that provide complete a 

end-to-end solution for our customers. 

Core Plastics
Our Core Plastic solutions are a complete 

portfolio of sustainable, reusable, returnable 

products that are 100% recyclable at the end 

of life.

Vision Technology
Vision™ software suite provides multi-level 

visibility to your returnable assets and important 

insights to improve business efficiencies 

Fusion Material Handling
Fusion Solutions™ is a fully integrated line of 

material handling products specifically designed 

to improve direct store delivery,from the 

warehouse to the back office, by making the 

job easier and improving driver retention. 

Services
Our highly skilled services teams bring in the 

field expertise in logistics, go-live training, and 

maintenance for both our retail and waste 

customers, providing invaluable benefits to 

their bottom line.

Solutions: Rehrig Pacific Company Provides Innovative End-to-End Solutions to Help Improve Supply Chains and the 
Global Economy
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REHRIG PACIFIC COMPANY

Founded in 1913, Rehrig Pacific expanded to include eight manufacturing facilities across North America, providing some of 

the shortest freight lanes in the industry. Our network of over 100 recycling facilities help close the loop on our plastic products, 

returning them home to be made into new Rehrig Pacific products at the end of life through our buyback program. We invest 

in trialing and utilizing alternative recycled plastic content including Ocean Bound plastics, Bulk Rigid, Post Consumer and 

stretch film, made possible by our R&D lab located in Kansas.

The company’s proven success comes from focusing on the 

needs of its customers’ customer, integrating technology 

to eliminate waste, enhancing the consumer experience, 

continually delivering solutions that are simple and easy 

to implement, and providing ideas that are driven by a 

relentless commitment to sustainability. Rehrig Pacific’s 

commitment to our mission and our values has resulted in 

an exceptional safety rating, industry recognition and being 

named a Great Place to Work.

Rehrig Pacific Manufacturing Locations

Rehrig Pacific Logistics Service Centers

Rehrig Pacific Onsite Locations

Recycle Network Locations

8 Total

8 Total

36 Total

OVER 100+

Over 100 Years of Proven Innovation

Rehrig Pacific Values


